Artistic and Craftsman Supply Prices (will vary)
1 package compressed charcoal med-hard (3 sticks) $2.49
2 packages of vine charcoal- soft and medium $2.10 ea
small piece of soft chamois or cloth $0-$1
1 kneaded eraser $1.28
1 Mars white plastic eraser $2.16
2 Lumograph pencils- 2B and HB $1.85 ea
1 bottle of black ink, 2oz. (Sumi, or best deal) $3.99
1 small & 1 medium Sumi brush $2-$3 ea.
1 UHU glue stick $2.49
18” x 24” pad sketch paper $15-$20
18” x 24” pad of newsprint $7.42
small sketch pad or book Under $5
3 pieces of 18” x 24” heavier drawing paper of your choosing $2-$5
(Can wait a few weeks to buy these, will discuss different options)
1 18” straightedge $3.56
1 can spray fixative $9.61
1 drawing board- self made from piece of thin ply and two drawing clips
or bought if preferred $15.99
$75-$92 Total